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PRIMARY ADDRESSES AND TELEPHONE NUMBERS 

 
 
Building 504 (Field Station Management) 
30 Wilson Ave 
Port Republic, NJ 08241 
609-652-4486  
 
Building 501 (Research and Teaching Lab) 
33 Wilson Ave 
Port Republic, NJ 08241 
609-652-6458 
 
Building 508 (Coastal Research Center) 
33 Wilson Ave. 
Port Republic, NJ 08241 
609-652-4245 

 
Many resources related to the safety of the laboratory and marine operations procedures at the 
Marine Field Station are located under the Safety Tab.   
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II. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
 
The Stockton University Marine Field Station (MFS) is located on an 8-acre parcel in Port 
Republic, New Jersey and is a support facility for the School of Natural Sciences and 
Mathematics.  The location of the MFS is central to its offerings; less than 15 minutes from the 
Galloway campus and only 30 minutes from the Atlantic City campus.  The facility is located 
within the Jacques Cousteau National Estuarine Research Reserve, one of the most pristine 
coastal bay and river systems in the Mid-Atlantic region of the United States.  The MFS is 
unique in its regional location, proximity to campus, primarily undergraduate status and 
impressive array of physical resources to support the teaching and research programs.  The 
facility plays a significant role in the University’s ability to attract top students in the marine and 
environmental science fields. The MFS programs provide laboratory facilities, professional staff 
support, research vessels, sampling equipment, and marine technology to fulfill the teaching, 
research and community service missions of the University in the area of marine science. 
 
In addition to housing the University’s marine operations and academic support programs for 
marine science, the MFS is also the physical site of the Coastal Research Center (CRC).  The 
MFS and the CRC serve similar but distinct roles to the University and the region; the MFS as 
a primarily academic support program (teaching and research) and the CRC a service-oriented 
research center for coastal municipalities and the State of NJ.  The MFS management team 
reports directly to the NAMS Administration and has ultimate oversight for the physical facility, 
including the marine operations via the Marine Operations Standard Operating Procedures 
(MOSOP) contained in this document.  The CRC has direct oversight of CRC safety programs 
for non-vessel-based field work (i.e. beach and land-based operations). 
 
The Marine Field Station is a compound of several structures located on both sides of Wilson 
Avenue in Port Republic, NJ (Figure 1).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.  Overall MFS site located at 30 and 33 Wilson Ave. off Route 9 in Port Republic, NJ 08241. 
 



III. MARINE OPERATIONS STANDARD OPERATING 
PROCEDURES (MOSOP) 
 
Marine operations are defined here as those activities that engage individuals in activities 
aboard a vessel and within the marine or extended marine environments (tidal rivers).  The 
terms Master and Operator are used interchangeably and indicate the individual in charge of 
the marine operations (i.e. captain). Stockton University’s Marine Operations Standard 
Operating Procedures (MOSOP) generally follow, to the extent practical, the recommendations 
in the SBSA Boating Safety Program Guidelines established for the purposes of guiding safety 
regulations for non-UNOLS vessels engaged in oceanographic research.  The University is a 
member of the Scientific Safe Boating Association (SBSA) and the University National 
Oceanographic Laboratories System (UNOLS) however the fleet is not managed under the 
UNOLS system. 
 
Stockton-owned vessels (>20’ LOA) are designated by the United States Coast Guard as 
Oceanographic Research Vessels (ORV) under the provisions provided by CFR 46 
Subchapter U – Oceanographic Research Vessels.  All vessels are maintained to the 
standards set forth for uninspected vessels designated as ORVs and are inspected by the 
USCG at least every two years.   
 
Additional clarifications to the procedures outlined in the SBSA guidelines and under the 
provisions of the ORV process are contained in this section and are specific to University 
resources and programs.  Current safety information and on-line briefings for passengers can 
also be found on the MFS website under the Safety Programs tab.  
 

A. Operation of University-owned research vessels is limited to those individuals 
complying with the following qualifications.   
 

1) Operator must hold a current USCG Merchant Mariner Credential covering the 
body of water and vessel being operated or, in the case of educational or 
research 

http://scientificboating.org/?page_id=890
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4) Operator must satisfactorily complete an on-the-water operators test to 

demonstrate vessel handling ability and familiarity with the specific University 
owned vessel.  The Field Station Director based on these checks will authorize or 
restrict vessel usage on a per vessel basis (i.e. operators may be permitted to 
operate only certain vessels or to engage in only certain operations).  
 

5) Operators must sign for the receipt and understanding of the MOSOP annually. 
 

6) Operators must possess and carry on their person a NJ Boating License (this 
includes USCG licensed captains as not all activities are operating under the 
authority of their Merchant Mariner credential). 
 

7) The Field Station Director may revoke operator privileges from any faculty or staff 
member if that person fails to follow all State, Federal and University regulations 
and/or fails to enforce regulations on passengers. 
 

B. 

https://www.stockton.edu/risk-management/documents/ghs/HCS-RTK-information-session-rev3-2014.pdf
https://www.stockton.edu/risk-management/documents/ghs/HCS-RTK-information-session-rev3-2014.pdf
https://www.stockton.edu/risk-management/documents/WHCP2018DH.pdf
https://www.state.nj.us/health/workplacehealthandsafety/right-to-know/
https://www.stockton.edu/risk-management/documents/safety-health/bloodborne-pathogens-procedure.pdf
https://www.stockton.edu/risk-management/index.html
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environment for all employees. It is the responsibility of all employees and 
passengers to act in the following manner to prevent slips, trips, and falls: 

�x Take your time and pay attention to where you are going.   
�x Adjust your movements to a pace that is suitable for the walking 

surface, the weather conditions and the tasks you are doing. 
�x Make wide turns at corners. 
�x Change direction slowly. 
�x Use installed light sources that provide enough light for your tasks. 
�x Use a flashlight if you enter a dark area where there is no light. 
�x Ensure that things you are carrying or pushing do not prevent you from 

seeing any obstructions, spills, and/or having a hand to hold on to 
railings. 

�x Wear appropriate footwear with surface specific traction and job 
specific protection. 

�x Use proper lifting techniques. 
�x Ask the vessel operator or party chief whenever you are unsure of 

ANYTHING. 
 

6) Job descriptions and responsibility; The responsibility of any and all 
individuals on the crew will be documented in the pre-departure checklist, where 
their name, responsibility, and operational tasks will be assigned to them.  The 
below standing job descriptions apply to all operations: 
 

i. Master; the master (operator) 



iv. Science crew; The remaining passengers are considered science crew 
and are responsible for appropriate behavior and adherence to the 
policies and procedures of the operation as communicated to them in the 
pre-departure familiarization programs and through related drill 



1) If specific allergies or other known medical conditions are known aboard the 
vessel it is the responsibility of the master and party chief to limit food types and 
otherwise ensure the safety of the science crew.  If it is determined by the master 
or party chief that the condition cannot be mitigated it is their duty to notify the 
MFS Director and to postpone the operation until the safety concern is 
addressed. 

 
2) The faculty member teaching a course (party chief) with a marine operations 

component is responsible for assuring that all students boarding University 
vessels have completed the above requirements.  Special arrangements for 
students absent from safety overviews must be coordinated with the MFS 
Director. 
 

3) In the case of staff-led marine operations not related to course support (i.e. 
research, survey or other operations), the master leading that operation is 
responsible for assuring that all science crew have been provided a safety 
briefing relative to the vessel and the activity that includes; 





1) USCG, NJSP and other relevant emergency response contact methods 
2) University emergency contact lists 
3) Nearest hospital with contact information 
4) Emergency landings with contact information 

 
J. Transfers of personnel; The transfer of personnel from one vessel to another is an 

uncommon practice for the University marine operations scope.  However, when 
desired or necessary, transfer should follow these guidelines for any vessels; 
 

1) Only to be conducted in calm seas with winds <10 knots. 
2) For small vessels, if possible, use adjacent lands to transfer from vessel-land-

vessel.   
3) Transfer individuals must have an approved lifejacket donned. 
4) 



1) Small vessels are to seek shelter immediately in the event of high winds (>25 
kts.), lightning or severe marine weather warnings issued for the operating area. 

i. Adjust course and speed as necessary to maintain vessel stability while 
seeking a course leading to appropriate landside shelter. 

ii. Switch VHF radio to Channel 16 if not already monitoring. 
iii. Check security of deck hatches. 
iv. Secure any heavy or loose objects on deck. 
v. Ensure all persons aboard have lifejackets donned. 
vi. Be aware of PLB, EPIRB and handheld location and ready for 

deployment. 
vii. Ensure all persons remain low in the vessel, seek cabin shelter if possible.  

2) Large vessels operating in inland waters or near-shore waters where shelter is 
within a distance that makes seeking shelter feasible given the forecasted 
duration of the weather event are to seek shelter immediately in the event of high 
winds (>35 kts.), lightning or severe marine weather warnings issued for the 
operating area . 

i. Follow small vessel procedure (a. sections i. – vii.). 
3) Large vessels operating in open ocean waters where seeking immediate shelter 

is not feasible. 
i. 



 
M. Seasickness procedure; seasickness is caused by disturbance of the equilibrium of 

the inner ear.  Symptoms include nausea, vomiting, dizziness, sweating, increased 
saliva production, pale skin and loss of appetite. As miserable as seasickness can be it 
is not life-threatening but attention to dehydration and falling due to weakness from 
extended seasickness should be monitored. 

1) When a crew member feels seasickness, they should alert the master 
2) If safe, always vomit outside of the cabin and preferably over the side 
3) To alleviate some of the symptoms you should; 

i. Lay horizontally on a bench or other comfortable area with open air flow 
ii. Relax and take deep breaths 
iii. Close your eyes, take your mind off it by counting backwards to 100 or 

thinking of other things 
iv. Do not read, smoke or drink alcohol 
v. Eat dry crackers, ginger snap cookies and stay hydrated with water or light 

non-carbonated drinks 
vi. Avoid any other individual who may be vomiting 

4) Individuals that believe they are prone to seasickness should consult a doctor or 



 
1) Call out “Man Overboard” and keep your eyes on the victim.  
2) Operator shall push “MOB” button on available GPS systems. 
3) If there is any delay in locating the victim report the situation to the USCG via 

channel 16 and continue search. 
4) If available, one crew should keep an eye on the victim while others prepare for 

recovery and to deploy the life ring.  Throw any floatable objects overboard to 
assist in re-location (including extra PFD, small buoys or even trash). 

5) The master should have saved a MOB waypoint on the GPS and prepare the 
vessel for a safe approach back to the victim.  Approach from downwind or down 
current and be careful to avoid allowing the prevailing wind/current forces to push 
the boat toward the victim as you near the recovery stage. 

6) Retrieve the victim relative to the vessel and the condition of the victim.  If the 



3) Contact Sea Tow on channel 16 or by telephone at 609-266-1984.  
4) Exhibit not under command shapes or lights and sounds if available. 
5) Soft grounding; defined by a master-determined ability to pole, power or push the 

vessel to water depths required for mobilization of the boat in lieu of a towing or 



5) If the master calls to abandon ship a capable individual shall launch the raft and 
the crew should expect raft inflation approximate 30-50’ from the vessel.  Pull the 
raft to the vessel and board carefully.   

i. Be prepared to help others aboard the raft and if the vessel sinks or 
becomes dangerous to the raft (i.e. fire) cut the painter line. 

ii. If no raft is available or the raft does not function secure yourselves 
together with ropes from the ditch bag and/or any available strapping.  
Use any vessel flotsam to help you stay together, afloat and remain as 
large a target as possible. 

iii. If the vessel does not sink make attempts to stay with the vessel. 
6) Be sure to activate the EPIRB and if possible continue making MAYDAY calls 

with VHF handheld radio. 
i. Be prepared to signal to rescue teams.  Do not begin signaling unless you 

believe there are rescue vessels nearby. 
7) Remain positive and help your vessel mates, attend to any injuries. 

 
T. Personal Flotation Devices; United States Coast Guard-approved PFD’s appropriate 

to the activity and the operating waters shall be worn by all individuals according to the 
following; 

1) On any person working on a vessel of less than 26’ LOA 
2) At all times when a person is on an open deck working with equipment or 

handling over-board lines on any vessel  
i. except in cases where persons approved for water entry and wearing 

other means of floatation (SCUBA or wetsuit gear for shallow water) are 
transiting in and out of the vessel during on-site work time. 

3) Anytime while on the open deck of any vessel at night.  All vessels with non-
enclosed cabins are entirely open deck. 

4) At all times while engaged with equipment in the water from land, pier or dock. 
 



 
1) Hard hats are to be worn by all individuals working around overhead lifting 

equipment (gantries and davits) when the item being lifted, or the strain on a 
lifting line or cable, potentially exceeds 50 lbs.  Examples include, but are not 
limited to, buoy and bottom mount deployments, oyster dredges, patent tongs, 
bottom grabs, otter trawls and towed sensors. 

2) Appropriate work gloves are to be worn by all individuals assisting with lifting 
operations and with special attention to those with moving parts (i.e. bottom 
grabs and patent tongs). 

3) Special attention to loose clothing, PFDs or other potential “snag” hazards during 
overboard deployments should be exercised. 

4) Knives and other means of freeing equipment or individuals for lines or cables 
shall be readily available on the deck of the operation. 

 
X. EPIRBS or PLBs must be carried by all research vessels. The master is responsible for 

making sure an operating emergency locating device is available that is appropriate to 
the scope of work and the waters of operation.  As a rule of thumb, the following 
applies; 

1) 



day’s master in checking vessels and safety gear.  When in doubt, ask Marine Field 
Station staff for assistance prior to departure. 
 

1) 





i. Individuals shall be in appropriate physical condition for the activity.  Fully 
approved in-water field crew (field crew throughout this document includes 
the party chief) must be able to demonstrate the following skills: 

1. Enter and exit water from land and from vessel via ladder 
2. Float or tread water for at least one minute 
3. Turnover and turn around in the water 
4. Walk/swim/make forward progress of at least 25 yards in the 

maximum water depth of 1.5m 
5. 

https://www.stockton.edu/marine/safety.html
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exhibiting signs of mild or advanced hypothermia will be removed and 
treated accordingly.  

iii. Individual’s own stop-work authority – all participants are informed that 
they have their own stop-work authority and are encouraged to cease 
working at the first signs of hypothermia or for any other reason. 

 
5) Vessel flag display and manning; 

i. The vessel master must remain on board and provide an active lookout for 
marine traffic.  An air horn must be available to alert marine traffic and in-
water persons to an emergency including marine traffic encroachment. 

ii. Support vessels must display a diver down flag at a height of at least 6’ 
above the water and in-water crew must stay within 100 m of the vessel. 





 
D. Operators are responsible for obtaining and obeying any site-specific rules or 

regulations.  Examples include but are not limited to waters where gas powered engines 
are not permitted.  Other restrictions may also be in place and it is the responsibility of 
the operator to be aware of these restrictions, if any. 

 
E. Operators are required to carry a cellular phone for use in the event of an emergency.   

 
F. Operators are required to have site specific information available to others aboard and 

on the field team that includes; name of body of water, town, and nearest address or 
meeting point for emergency response.  In the event of an emergency the 911 system is 
to be used.  Do not contact the USCG. 

 
G. Operators are required to leave a note on the vehicle which transported them to the site.  

This note should include the name of the persons on board, the time of departure, the 
expected time of return and the phone number for campus police (609-652-4390).  
Should dusk fall and the vehicle be found without the persons returned yet from the 
water this note could be used to notify emergency personnel. 
 

V. REFUELING PROCEDURES AND FUEL STORAGE 
 

A. All fuel at the Field Station must be stored in OSHA/UL approved containers. UL 
approved plastic containers may be used to acquire fuel for immediate filling of vessels 
or equipment.  Notify the MFS Director or Director of Academic Laboratories at once if a 
fuel spill occurs. 
 

B. Normally, boats in the water are refueled at Chestnut Neck Boatyard (near Parkway 
Bridge on the Mullica River), while trailered boats are refueled at the roadside gas 
stations.  Procedures for refueling are as follows: 
 

1) Be sure ignition switches and all electronics are turned off before attempting to 
refuel. 

2) NO SMOKING 
3) Open aft deck plate and monitor for fuel and/or fumes. 
4) When available fuel with only mid to high grade fuel (89-93 octane, NOT 

roadside 87 octane). 
5) Check with MFS staff if unsure of oil requirements.  All motors over 100 hp DO 

NOT have oil reservoirs or require pre-mixing.  DO NOT add oil to any fuel 
without knowledge of ratios and requirements. 

6) Proceed with filling of tanks.  Monitor fuel gauges and listen at air vent to confirm 
tank is full. Pump fuel SLOWLY and DO NOT OVERFILL. 

7) Avoid “topping off” of tanks when refueling – a gallon or two less is better than a 
few ounces in the water or roadside. 

8) Spills require you to provide containment as best as possible. If significant and 
dangerous to the environment or life and property notify the Field Station Director 
and if deemed necessary, call emergency response at 911. 



 
VI. Appendices on the following pages include: 
 

�x Safe Boating for Passengers Handout 
 

�x Cold Water Survival Handout 
 

�x Emergency Response Plan for Port Republic inland waters 
 

�x Crew pre-departure familiarization checklist 
 

�x Vessel pre-departure checklist 
 

�x Float Plan, Crew Assignments and Master Certifications checklist 
 
 

To access this document electronically use the QR code below  
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The body position you assume in the water is also very important in conserving heat. 
Float as still as possible with your legs together, elbows close to your sides and 
arms folded across the front of your life jacket. This position minimizes the exposure 
of the body surface to the cold water. Try to keep your head and neck out of the cold 
water. If other people are in the water, huddle closely together to conserve body 
heat. Try to shorten your immersion time by boarding a raft or floating object, if 
possible. Keep a positive attitude while waiting to be rescued. 
 
Common sense says dress appropriate for the weather, but some care in selection 
of clothes can make a difference in survival. If possible, wear many layers of 
clothing, including a waterproof outer layer. Make certain that the neck, wrist and 
ankle portions of the clothing are snugfitting. Woolen clothes are better insulators 
that cotton, especially when wet. Wear an outer garment that is bright in color. 
 
The treatment for hypothermia will depend on both the conditions of the survivor and 
the facilities available. If the person is rational and capable of recounting his/her 
experiences, although shivering severely, remove all wet clothes, replace with dry 
clothes or blankets and have the victim rest in a warm environment. If the person is 
semi-conscious, unconscious or apparently dead, contact should be made as soon 
as possible with Emergency Medical Services (EMS). Administer first-aid care while 
waiting for help to arrive. Remove the victim from the cold and check for the 
presence of breathing and heartbeat. If the victim is not breathing and has no 
heartbeat, immediately begin cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR). Remove the 
victim’s clothes with a minimum of body movement. Cut away the clothes, if 
necessary. Do not massage the victim. Lay the unconscious or semi-conscious 
victim in a level, face-up position. If vomiting occurs, turn the victim’s head to one 
side. Be sure to check the victim’s breathing and heartbeat frequently. Insulate the 
victim from further heat loss by wrapping the victim in a blanket. Do not attempt to 
aggressively rewarm the unconscious victim. Definitive rewarming should be 
attempted in a hospital. Do not give the victim alcohol. 
 
Hopefully, you will never experience these situations but advanced planning, 
preparation and thought on your part can be the most significant factor in your 
successful struggle with cold water immersion. 
 
Reference:   A Pocket Guide to Cold Water Survival by US Coast Guard 
 
For more information on Cold Water Survival visit:  
 
http://www.mustangsurvival.com/education/ 

 



EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE  
 

To be used for operations originating from the Port Republic site  
 

EMERGENCY LANDINGS;  all at-sea emergencies should utilize first responder and marine 
operations training of the crew.  In cases where advanced medical care is potentially needed the 
vessel operator shall designate a landing site and communicate that to the individual coordinating the 
advanced medical care arrangements (i.e. USCG and/or 911 local emergency for the purposes of 
mobilizing EMT to a landing site).  The following landing sites are to be utilized as determined by the 
vessel operator: 
 

1. Stockton University Marine Field Station (home base)  *any boat  
30 Wilson Avenue 
Port Republic, NJ 08241  609-652-4486 
 65ue9



EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE  
 

To be used for operations originating from the Port Republic site  

Scenario #1:  Individual(s) need(s) medical attention and vessel and Master are operational - a 
land-based meeting location coordinated through the 911 system will be most effective.  

Scenario #2:  An at-sea emergency such as vessel taking on water, person overboard or other 
vessel emergency threatening life and vessel seaworthiness – a USCG response coordinated 
through VHF Channel 16 will be most effective. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Additional contact numbers  

 

SEA TOW ATLANTIC CIT Y  609-266-1984 OR Channel 16 VHF  

MARINE FIELD STATION  OFFICE 609-652-4486 

MARINE FIELD STAFF    609-618-1891 (first) 
   609-412-5457 (second) 
   609-742-3084 (third) 
   609-290-1850 (fourth) 

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD, 5 th DISTRICT   

 SECTOR DELEWARE BAY  215-271-4940    

STOCKTON UNIVERSITY CAMPUS POLICE   609-652-4390 

LOCAL HOSPITAL   609-652-1000 

AtlantiCare Regional Medical Center 
65 w. Jimmie Leeds Road 
Pomona, NJ 08241     

  EMERGENCY ROOM   609-652-1000 

Emergency when transport to land-based response team is best; 911 

Provide nature of emergency and meeting location using the address on the back side 

    

Emergency when at-sea assistance is required; VHF Channel 16 

 





 

Review of this document is required prior to the vessel leaving the dock.  The Master is to review the 
following items prior to departure and is to sign the appropriate box on the daily vessel float plan to 
confirm its completion.   

Mechanical (if applicable per the vessel) 
 

1. Fuel System- Fuel levels sufficient 
2. Batteries- Switched on, levels sufficient 
3. Bilges- Check for excessive water; pumps/alarms operational 
4. Navigation Lights- Confirm operation 
5. Other 12v systems- Confirm operation 
6. Electronics- 
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